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NREL and First Solar Inc. have been collaboratively breaking ground on thin film solar technology for more than two decades, helping NREL fulfill its goal as a DOE national laboratory of ...
NREL, First Solar Celebrate Nearly 30 Years of Collaboration on Cadmium Telluride Solar Cell Research
Incumbent Joe Deets is being challenged in the Aug. 3 primary election by three opponents for the North Ward position on the Bainbridge Island City Council.
3 challenge incumbent Deets for BI council seat
The solar industry has spent decades slashing the cost of generating electricity direct from the sun. Now it’s focusing on making panels even more powerful. With savings in equipment manufacturing ...
Solar is dirt-cheap and about to get even more powerful
The solar industry has spent decades slashing the cost of generating electricity direct from the sun. Now it's focusing on making panels even more powerful.
Solar power is getting cheaper and even more powerful
The Cheer-Up project aims to enhance the performance of ‘upgraded metallurgical-grade (UMG) silicon for multi-crystalline solar cells ... “With regard to the characterization of the material ...
Researchers in Spain and Turkey project 22%-efficient UMG solar cell
This has led to widespread adoption across a wide range of applications including portable devices, mobile phones, laptops, wireless network infrastructure, motor drives, and renewable energy ...
Illustrating the advantages SiC MOSFETs offer in power electronics
Recently, her group led a project that looked deep into the crystalline structure of a perovskite solar cell ... to engineer these shallow defects. In silicon PV, even today a lot of work is ...
In Conversation: The effects of defects
The research team plans to develop and validate a new characterization tool for analysis of CdSeTe solar cells to identify sources of defects and to mitigate performance losses. This design model will ...
PROJECT PROFILE: Arizona State University 3 (FY2018 Photovoltaics)
The power conversion efficiency of perovskite solar cell technologies now rivals that of silicon-based technologies ... which is required to enhance the p-type character of the hole transporting ...
Simplifying the doping process for hole transport materials
June 15, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Pilot Battery Co., a Taiwan leading producer of AGM battery technology and solar components and Gridtential Energy, the inventor of Silicon Joule™ bipolar battery ...
Gridtential Partners with Taiwan Battery Maker Pilot Battery Co. to Energize Taiwanese Manufacturing Sector
Space. Press Release From: Center for the Advancement of Science in Space (CASIS) Posted: Friday, July 9, 2021 . Ozark ICs ...
Testing Electronics in One of the Harshest Environments: Space
This Silicon Valley real estate is a modern, Japanese farmhouse-inspired palace. It is a unique piece of property in Atherton - the most coveted of locations.
Atherton home for sale with unique Japanese-inspired design lists for $13MM
The work performed by Dr. Bakkers’ lab includes in depth characterization of the physical properties of CHS as well as growth rate comparisons to other silicon precursors such as porosity ...
The Coretec Group Enters Into Research Partnership With Eindhoven University of Technology
A push for more powerful solar equipment underscores how further cost reductions remain essential to advance the shift away from fossil fuels.
Solar power is dirt-cheap and about to get even more powerful
layered atop a silicon wafer developed by 1366. Solar panels typically get their power from the side that faces the sun, but can also make use of the small amount of light that reflects back off the ...
Solar Is Dirt-Cheap and About to Get Even More Powerful
It plans to produce photovoltaic products that will use Hunt’s perovskite technology, layered atop a silicon wafer developed by 1366. Solar panels ... off the ground. Bi-facial panels started ...
Solar Is Dirt-Cheap and About to Get Even More Powerful
Solar panels typically get their power from the side that faces the sun, but can also make use of the small amount of light that reflects back off the ground. Bi-facial panels started to gain in ...
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